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• industry advocacy to ensure a positive operating
environment both locally and globally.
AFIA’s network of members, sponsors, supporters
and engaged participants has worked to help the
fodder industry grow. Our organisation strives
to share information, address market and trade
issues, promote research and development and
engage with all fodder end users to understand
issues and needs and ultimately provide a positive
business operating environment.
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We are a central hub connecting the supply
chain across agriculture sectors, industry and
governments and underpinning production in
dairy, livestock, horticulture and other intensive
industries. In addition to a domestic focus, the
fodder industry is now a significant contributor to
Australian exports.
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AFIA AGM
Chairman's annual report
To all our members, sponsors and supporters I am
pleased to present my Annual Report for 2022.
This year has continued to bring challenges to our
many members with weather events creating havoc
along the eastern seaboard and inland. Watching
the floods filled us with so much sadness for those
affected, and now we are all realising the cost of
these events to our farmers, which is being felt by
consumers in city supermarkets. This coupled with
greater than usual lack of workers in regional areas
has meant that some agricultural businesses are on
the brink of not being able to continue.
As a result of the wet weather, exceptional feed has
been available for livestock producers in Australia
therefore reducing the demand for hay. This along
with other commodity markets reaching never before
seen pricing has seen a reduction in hay being sown
for the 2022 season.
In late 2021, we initiated a new strategic plan for the
Association. All members and sponsors were able to
contribute, and I thank everyone who did so. The new
plan has been adopted and I thank our Chief Executive
Officer, Paula Fitzgerald, for her insight in doing this for
AFIA members and moving the organisation forward.
I encourage all members to review the plan which is
available on AFIA’s website.
The upcoming AFIA conference to be held in
Toowoomba in late July is going to be exciting. It is our
first face to face meeting for members, sponsors and
our board since 2019. Team AFIA has put together a
fantastic program which everyone will benefit from.
The post conference tour which encapsulates the
wider Toowoomba area also looks fantastic and a good
ending to what I think will be a great event. Thank you
also to all who have worked so hard to put this exciting
program together and to the members who have
made the effort to attend.

2
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AFIA Chair: Brad Griffiths
Finally I would like to thank my Board colleagues for
their ongoing work during this past twelve months. I
would also like to thank our CEO, Paula, who has been
so critical in continuing on the role of AFIA for the
fodder industry.
Brad
Brad Griffiths
Chair, Board of Directors
Australian Fodder Industry Association
0439 822 957
chair@afia.org.au
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AFIA AGM
Chief Executive Officer's annual report
In 2021, AFIA celebrated its 25th anniversary. This
is a significant milestone for a peak body, however,
sadly the celebrations were minimal as a result of the
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
Despite a year which was heavily dominated by
COVID-related restrictions and a range of weather
events across the country, AFIA used the opportunity
to deliver a number of significant business
improvements. These included governance, project
management and process improvements to ensure
AFIA is a contemporary, efficient member organisation,
positioned to deliver outcomes for its members and
the broader fodder sector, including our sponsors
and preferred partners who provide support for our
initiatives.
Highlights of the year included:
■ The launch of a long overdue new website providing
both a user-friendly interface, but more importantly
up-to-date resources.

■ The delivery of five online Fodder Forums – while
we were unable to host face-to-face events, AFIA
transitioned and demonstrated its ability to host

SI-LAC
extra
Silage & Hay Inoculant

For the ultimate performance
in your silage or hay
•

Stops heating at feedout

•

More digestible protein, greater
dry matter yield and greater
energy yields

•

Bale hay with up to 25% crop
moisture

•

Certified for use in organic
systems

•

Long tank life

•

No animal rejection

g r ev illiaag . co m . a u
Customer Service: 1300 669 556
Or contact your local rural retailer
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online events through the delivery of a series of
online forums, featuring a range of expert speakers
covering the topics of safety, 3D futures, research
and development, and automation.
■ The rebuilding and expansion of AFIA’s CRM
(customer relationship management) to enable the
ability to tailor communication to our members and
also expand our communication reach to include
all fodder-related stakeholders across government,
industry, and research and science agencies.
■ An annual member survey, to gain feedback and
input from our members on key issues impacting
their businesses, feedback on our outputs, and
suggestions for future work.
■ Improvements to our monthly electronic newsletter;
and the ongoing delivery of AFIA’s quarterly
magazine, Focus on Fodder; and our near-weekly
Hay Report which provides commentary on fodderrelated activities and hay pricing across eight key
regions of the country.
The year concluded with the finalisation of a new
2022–25 strategic plan. The plan focuses on the three
key pillars of connect, support and improve. It aims
to ensure that AFIA concentrates its efforts on key
areas to deliver outputs for members, while driving
improvements to the sector.
Finally, the 2021 year saw changes to Team AFIA. I
would like to extend a thank you to Pru Edmonds and
Pip Robinson for their service to AFIA and welcome
AFIA’s new team members. In addition, I would like
to extend my thanks to the AFIA Board which has
provided continued support during this time of
change.
Paula
Paula Fitzgerald
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Fodder Industry Association
0418 160 943
paula@afia.org.au
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AFIA Stategic Plan
2022–2025
P riority

one :

C onnect

Link: AFIA will establish and
facilitate strong connections with
everyone who touches fodder.
Listen: AFIA will listen and
understand the needs of
participants to drive all-of-industry
solutions.

P riority

two :

S upport

Science: AFIA will seek industryrelevant and coordinated R&D
which delivers tangible benefits.
Share: AFIA will share learnings and
information through a variety of
platforms.
Story telling: AFIA will package
information in an easy-to-read
format, to suit the needs of
different target audiences for
learning, advocacy and promotion.

P riority

three :

I mprove

Profitability: AFIA will drive ongoing
improvements to realise the value
of fodder and increase profitability.
Performance: AFIA will improve our
organisational value proposition,
through relevant outputs and
deliverables, to achieve financial
stability.
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SELLING HAY JUST GOT
EASIER.
Download
the App

National Marketplace

Online Selling Platform

Get Your Hay Quality Assured

Backed by a team of real people. Great on Mobile App now available.

Every lot is Inspected and Feed Tested. This gives buyers confidence in your hay.

Simple Mobile Friendly Website
List, update and view your hay online easily - buyers & sellers love our website!

FEEDCENTRAL.COM.AU

|

Your Choice
Use our online service or talk to our expert team
on 1300 669 429.

CALL 1300 669 429

|

Can you steam
mo r e c r o p s t h a n
just lucerne?

SELL NOW

W ATCH HERE

SCAN ME

Vi sit StaheliWest.com

Staheli West, Inc.
U.S.A

Call us today: 435 -586-8002

AFIA AGM
2022 Annual General Meeting
The Australian Fodder Industry Association (AFIA)
2022 Annual General Meeting (AGM) will be held at
11.30 am (AEST) on Tuesday 26 July at the
Empire Theatre, 56 Neil Street, Toowoomba, Queensland.
The business of the meeting is as follows:




To confirm the Minutes from the Annual General Meeting held on
30 September 2021.
To receive from the Board reports on the activities of the Association,
and the 2021–22 Financial Statements including the Directors’ Report and
Financial Review.



Appointment of Directors



Endorsement of Life Member



Confirmation of membership fees



Amendments to the Association’s Constitution

Any questions regarding the AGM should be directed to the Company
Secretary, Suzanne Woods, on 0438 287 191 or secretary@afia.org.au.
To register an apology for the meeting, please email Jayne Gleed at
events@afia.org.au
All completed Proxy Forms must be received by AFIA by 3 pm (AEST) Friday 22
July 2022.
Members can access the 2022 AFIA AGM papers by logging onto their
account on the AFIA website. Alternatively, members can contact Jayne Gleed
(events@afia.org.au) to receive a link and secure password to access the papers
via AFIA’s website.
Suzanne Woods
Company Secretary
1 July 2022
Australian Fodder Industry Association
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Outlook
The rain's not over yet for large parts of Australia
Climate outlook summary
■ July to September rainfall is likely to be above
median for northern, central and eastern Australia,
but below median for western Tasmania and
scattered parts of western WA.
■ July to September maximum temperatures are likely
to be above median for northern, south-western
and far south-eastern parts of Australia, but below
median for parts of central and eastern Australia.
■ Minimum temperatures for July to September are
likely to be warmer than median for almost all of
Australia.
■ The likely development of a negative Indian Ocean
Dipole, neutral El Niño–Southern Oscillation during
winter, and warmer than average waters around
northern Australia are likely to be influencing this
outlook.
Accuracy of the outlook
Have you ever wondered how accurate the climate
outlook is?
The Bureau's climate model uses the physics of our
atmosphere, oceans, ice, and land surface combined
with millions of observations from satellites and on
land and sea. As a result, it incorporates the influence

of climate change and natural climate drivers like
ENSO, IOD, the MJO, and SAM in its outlooks.
The accuracy of these models depends where you are
and what time of the year it is.
For July to September, the past accuracy for rainfall is
moderate to high for most areas of Australia.
When it comes to maximum temperatures the past
accuracy for July to September is moderate to high for
most areas of Australia, and very high for parts of the
tropical north.
For minimum temperatures, accuracy is moderate
to high across most of Australia, with low to very low
accuracy across inland western parts of Western
Australia, and an area in north-west Victoria extending
into central SA; some parts of the tropical north have
very high accuracy.
This extract is from the Bureau of Meteorology
Climate outlook issued 30 June 2022, and can be
found at http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/outlooks/#/
overview/summary

AFIA connects the entire fodder supply chain
– from fodder, dairy, grain and livestock
producers, to lot feeders, contractors,
exporters, researchers and service providers.
Join the network, make valuable connections, and stay
up to date.
AFIA member benefits include:
• Actively shaping the future of the Australian fodder
industry
• Access to the latest industry news
• Member discounts for events and sponsor promotions
• A national network of fodder industry professionals at
your fingertips
We have membership categories to suit all needs.
www.afia.org.au/membership

Together we will grow a sustainable and profitable industry

Outlook

Minimum temperature: forecast outlook August to
October 2022. Source: Bureau of Meteorology.

Median rainfall: chance of exceeding median
rainfall, August to October 2022. Source: Bureau of
Meteorology.

Maximum temperature: forecast outlook August to
October 2022. Source: Bureau of Meteorology.

Rainfall 75% outlook scenario: August to October
2022. Source: Bureau of Meteorology.

Past accuracy of median minimum temperature
forecast for August to October. Source: Bureau of
Meteorology.

Past accuracy of wetter than usual rainfall forecast for
August to October. Source: Bureau of Meteorology.
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WE FIT IN
MORE TECH
SO YOU CAN FIT
IN MORE WORK

THE

ALL
NEW

R

Every farmer is looking for the ideal solution,
so we’ve engineered our new 6R to be smarter
and more customisable. With more models
across four frame sizes and a range of new
features, we’ve got a tractor fit for your needs.
Plus, it’ll come packed with technology, allowing
you to achieve more, in comfort, everyday.
Visit Johndeere.com.au/6SeriesTractors

TRACTA_JNDSA64492_6Series_AU_AFIA

2022 National Fodder Conference
Draft program
Major Conference Sponsor

WELCOME – Monday 25 July
5.00–7.00 pm

2022 National Fodder Conference
FODDER LINK Welcome Function
Welcome address
Brad Griffiths
Chairman, Australian Fodder Industry Association (AFIA)
Sponsor address
Cameron Angel
Managing Director, Fodder Link

CONFERENCE DAY ONE – Tuesday 26 July
9.00 am

2022 National Fodder Conference
Official open and welcome
Brad Griffiths
Chair, AFIA
Sponsor address
Stephanie Gersekowski
Production Systems Manager – Australia & New Zealand, John Deere

10.45 am

Morning tea in the exhibition hall

Australian Fodder Industry Association
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CONFERENCE DAY ONE (continued)
11.30 am

AFIA 2022 Annual General Meeting
Minutes of the 2021 AGM
Association reports
Appointment of Directors
Confirmation of AFIA Life Member
Confirmation of AFIA Membership fees
Special Resolution: Amendment to Association’s Constitution

1.30 pm

Lunch in the exhibition hall

2.10 pm

Healthy humans = healthy business
Panel discussion
Melina Windolf
EAP Counsellor, Catholic Care
Kirby Richmond Davis
Business Development Manager, SafeAg Systems

2.50 pm

Nuts and bolts – are you cyber secure?
James Deck
Director, Clevvi

3.30-4.00 pm

Afternoon tea and product launch in the exhibition hall

7.00 pm–midnight

2022 National Fodder Conference
NEW HOLLAND Gala Dinner
AFIA dinner sponsor address
Sune Neilson
Product Segment Manager Fodder Conservation Hay & Forage, New Holland
AFIA Lifetime member presentation
Brad Griffiths
Chairman, AFIA
Evening entertainment – The Hobsons

12
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CONFERENCE DAY TWO – Wednesday 27 July
9.00 am

Welcome back
Paula Fitzgerald
Chief Executive Officer, AFIA

9.10 am

NFF 2030 Campaign – Keynote address
David Jochinke
Vice President, National Farmers Federation

9.40 am

Future fodder – what’s on your mind?
Facilitated audience discussion

10.00 am

Morning tea in the exhibition hall

10.30 am

Innovation
Panel discussion
Dr Peter Carberry
General Manager Applied Research, Development & Extension
Grains Research and Development Corporation
Spokesperson, John Deere
Owen Williams
Manager, Agtech and Logistics Hub
Dr John Broster
Researcher, Charles Sturt University

11.10 am

National Hay Quality Awards
Tim Ford
Managing Director, Feed Central

11.20 am

Our Place
Presentations from leading hay producers from around the
country

12.00 pm

Nuts and bolts – tips for skilled and happy staff
Casey Brown
Managing Director, Agri Talent

Australian Fodder Industry Association
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CONFERENCE DAY TWO (continued)
12.30 pm

Lunch in the exhibition hall

1.00 pm

‘New’ kids on the block – exploring new opportunities
Panel discussion
Grant Williams
Consultant, FortuneAgri
Charlie Brown
Managing Director, Thrive Agri

1.40 pm

Regional communities – how do they thrive?
Panel discussion
Stephen Dummett
Innovation and Agtech Manager
Toowoomba and Surat Basin Enterprise (TSBE)

2.20 pm

Oaten hay/national oat breeding program

2.50 pm

Conference wrap-up
Brad Griffiths
AFIA chair
Paula Fitzgerald
AFIA CEO

3.15 pm

14
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Stamina
THE STAMINA LUCERNE RANGE
®

PREMIUM
QUALITY HAY
AND TRUE
GRAZING
TOLERANCE

DLF Seeds Stamina lucerne varieties have been
trialled under the internationally recognised
Standard Test Protocol for grazing tolerant
lucerne. For peace of mind, sow Stamina GT5,
Stamina GT6, Warrego GT6, or Torrens GT8 today.
• High yields and strong stand density
• Improved traffic tolerance
• Lower crown height causing less stress on crowns
• Persistence under multiple grazings
• High return on investment
• Long term, reliable feed
• Reduced risk of weed invasion by maintaining
stand density for longer
• Strong recovery from drought
• The ability to tolerate pests and diseases such
as Aphids, Sitona Weevil, fungi and viruses
• Quality hay production

dlfseeds.com.au | 1800 619 910

PGG Wrightson Seeds, AusWest
& Stephen Pasture Seeds are now DLF Seeds

Q&A
National Oat Breeding program: 12 months on
In 2021, Australia’s National Oat Breeding Program
underwent a change. AFIA asked the three
major players involved in the program a series
of questions to detail how the new program is
working. Here are their responses.

Agrifutures Australia
In April 2021, AgriFutures announced in
partnership with the Grains Research and
Development Corporation (GRDC) and Intergrain,
that the National Oat Breeding program was being
transferred to Intergrain (from SARDI). Twelve
months on, how has this transition unfolded?
Despite the challenges of COVID-19 border
restrictions, the transition of the Oat Breeding
Program from SARDI to InterGrain has been a smooth
one. This is a credit to both InterGrain and SARDI in
working together collaboratively to achieve a smooth
transition.
As a result the breeding program is well underway at
InterGrain, which is a great outcome for our industries.
This is evidenced by the release of the new variety,
KingbaleA, for sowing this season and more new
varieties on the way.
How does AgriFutures monitor the success of such
breeding programs to ensure they are meeting
the industry’s needs? What targets do you have
in place and how do you ensure these meet the
requirements of Australia’s export markets?
As with any investment made under the AgriFutures
Export Fodder Program, InterGrain is required
to report against regular milestones; this allows
AgriFutures to ensure the project remains on track
and delivers on the expected outcomes for the export
fodder industry. For the Oat Breeding Program, this
includes reporting on breeding targets and strategies.
AgriFutures has built a good relationship with head
breeder, Allan Rattey, and has facilitated Allan to
workshop breeding targets with the AgriFutures Export
Fodder Advisory Panel. Allan has also met with AEXCO
and is in regular contact with industry members to
identify breeding targets and market requirements for
the export fodder industry.
16
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Ready to go. Seed ready for sowing the thousands
of plots which make up the National Oat Breeding
Program. Image: Shannen Barrett, InterGrain.
How do you report progress on the investment to
the Australian fodder industry?
AgriFutures works closely with InterGrain to ensure
updates on key outputs from the Breeding Program,
such as new variety releases, are communicated to the
industry. This will include:
■ sharing news articles to AgriFutures Export Fodder
Program email subscribers (you can subscribe at
https://www.agrifutures.com.au/rural-industries/
export-fodder/?subscribe=1),

Australian Fodder Industry Association

Q&A

■ via the AgriFutures Australia website, and
■ ensuring that AFIA and AEXCO are able to share this
information with their members.
The National Oat Breeding Program is a significant
component of the 2021–26 Export Fodder R, D & E
Plan. What percentage of the overall investment
does it comprise?
In the 2021/22 financial year, the AgriFutures Export
Fodder Program investment in the National Oat
Breeding Program was just under 40% of the total
research investment. This proportion will change
year-on-year as the total research expenditure for the
AgriFutures Export Fodder Program changes and the
contribution to the National Oat Breeding Program
reduces in alignment with the transition to a fully
commercial oat breeding program.
www.agrifutures.com.au

InterGrain
InterGrain is a private company owned by the
Western Australian Government and the GRDC.
How can the fodder industry be confident that
royalties from the sale of varieties are being
reinvested into industry-related breeding and not
returned to the shareholders?
InterGrain is proud that we reinvest our profit back
into the breeding programs and deliver a return on
investment to our shareholders by delivering grower
value through market leading varieties.
What ‘on the ground’ progress has been made
with this breeding program over the past twelve
months? How does InterGrain engage with the
industry?
The transition from SARDI to InterGrain was very
smooth and in 2021, InterGrain initiated a number of

Steady hands required for the delicate operation of crossing lines of oats in the breeding process. Image:
Shannen Barrett, InterGrain.
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Q&A

changes to the program. We significantly increased the
scale of the program, we have doubled the number of
plots, locations and hay quality cuts (sample tests).
Another key change is reducing the breeding pipeline
by modifying the breeding strategy, enabling growers
to access new varieties two to three years sooner.
We are working with our trial providers to ensure
oat trails match grower practices. A priority for hay
breeding, we are investing significant resources into
high throughput phenotyping by using drones to
predict biomass and, in the future, hay quality.
How does InterGrain assess the full potential of
a new variety – e.g. hay quality, grain quality for
livestock and feedlots etc?
We make broad assessment of the material in the
program. Grain milling attributes are relatively well
documented and known, whereas there is more
diversity in hay quality requirements across different
end-users. Through industry engagement we are
seeking to learn more about market uses and needs.

We actively encourage different user groups to reach
out to us and work with us on refining the breeding
objectives.
When InterGrain is developing new varieties,
does it take into consideration the needs of the
domestic market or only export customers? For
example, in most years not all of the product is
sold to exporters and therefore is sold into the
domestic market, so how are the needs of this
domestic market taken into consideration by the
breeding team?
We want to ensure that our varieties are broadly
adapted for all end-users. As indicated in the above,
we are keen to more actively engage with the
domestic end-users. In addition, we are looking to
work with the domestic industry to improve end point
royalty compliance as it's important for the future
of the industry that we have an appropriate funding
mechanism to support the breeding investment.
www.intergrain.com.au

Proof is in the paddock. New oat varieties have to work in the paddock and be suitable to be cut and conserved
as high quality fodder for a range of markets, both domestic and export. Image: Geoff Wing.
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AEXCO
AEXCO was established to commercialise hay
varieties which emerged from the original oaten
hay breeding program undertaken by SARDI.
Will AEXCO continue to commercialise the SARDI
developed varieties?
SARDI is no longer breeding oat hay varieties hence
AEXCO will no longer have access to new oat hay
varieties to commercialise.
SARDI did license some new oat hay varieties to
AEXCO in February 2021. AEXCO has subsequently sub
licensed two of these new oat hay varieties (WallabyA
and KultarrA) to InterGrain for commercialisation.
AEXCO will continue to manage the commercialisation
of the other oat hay varieties licensed to it by SARDI
prior to the National Oat Hay Breeding Program
transferring to InterGrain.

wallaby

What ongoing role will AEXCO play in R, D & E
investment?
AEXCO, with the input of the export hay companies
and their growers, will be active in assisting Agrifutures
Australia to:
1.

Identify and prioritise key export fodder industry
R&D areas

2.

Extend the results and findings of AgriFutures
Export Fodder Program R&D projects to industry
stakeholders.

AEXCO will continue to direct available financial
resources to the Agrifutures Export Fodder Program to
bolster funding.
www.aexco.com.au
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for contact details.

Agronomy
Oat leaf rust impacting Australian oaten hay production
Leaf rust can be a major constraint to oaten hay
production as it can reduce hay yield, appearance and
feed quality. Oats are infected by an oat specific leaf
rust, it will not infect wheat or barley and the leaf rusts
of those crops do not infect oats. Wild oats are a host
and source of oat leaf rust.

Causative agent
Leaf rust also known as crown rust is caused by the
fungus Puccinia coronata var. avenae.

Grade 1 export hay quality with full disease control
to below Grade 4 with no disease control. Yield and
quality losses were not significant in resistant and
moderately resistant varieties in these trials.
In severe cases leaf rust can cause 40–50% grain loss
in susceptible varieties and significant decrease in
grain plumpness and grain weight, leading to increased
screenings.

Distribution
Found in all oaten hay and grain growing regions of
Australia.

Symptoms
Leaf rust can affect the leaves, leaf sheaths and
panicles of oats. Leaf rust produces small round to
oblong shaped pustules, predominantly on the upper
surface of the leaf but also leaf sheath and head.
These pustules contain masses of yellow-orange
powdery spores. The leaf area surrounding the pustule
is usually pale green in colour. As the season develops,
the rust pustules may turn black and eventually heavily
infected leaves can senesce and die.
Leaf rust symptoms can be confused with those of
stem rust.

Production loss
Leaf rust can have large impacts on yield and quality in
both hay and grain. In recent trials conducted by the
National Hay Agronomy project, leaf rust caused up
to 25% reduction in hay yield of susceptible varieties
with a corresponding reduction in both physical
(colour) and nutritional quality in hay. In 2020, leaf
rust infection caused Carrolup (disease resistance
rating susceptible–very susceptible, SVS) to drop from

Oat leaf rust symptoms include yellow-orange roundto oblong-shaped pustules on the leaf.
Image: Department of Primary Industries and Regional
Development, WA.

FODDER TESTING SPECIALISTS
TESTING FOR HAY,
SILAGE, PASTURE,
PELLETS & GRAINS
www.feedtest.com.au
1300 655 474

THE PERFECT
Disease epidemiology

BALE

Rusts require living plants to grow and reproduce; the
fungus is carried over between seasons on volunteer
oats and wild oats. The abundance of wild oats in
oat production regions provides a reservoir of green
host material to support rust survival and spread.
There is an increased risk of a rust epidemic if rust
was present at high levels in the previous season and
a green bridge has built up rust levels over summer
and autumn. Urediniospores (yellow-orange powdery
spores in pustules) are produced in huge numbers
and disseminated by wind over long distances. A
spore landing on the surface of an oat leaf requires
the presence of moisture to germinate. It can take
up to 6 hours for infection to occur and symptoms
(pustules) can be observed as soon as 8–10 days
after infection. The pustules then rupture releasing
the next generation of spores. As the leaf rust fungus
is favoured by temperatures of 15–22°C, the rate
of epidemic development can often accelerate as
temperatures begin to warm in spring.

Management
A range of integrated disease management (IDM)
approaches are recommended for management of
leaf rust in oats. Green bridge management including
grazing or herbicide application to remove oat
regrowth and/or wild oats prior to sowing should help
reduce carryover of inoculum between seasons. Other
strategies include growing resistant varieties, sowing
date selection (early sown oats have a higher risk of
developing rust) and maintaining good crop nutrition.
Rust populations have pathotypes with varying
degrees of virulence to resistance genes within oat
varieties. Choosing varieties with resistance profiles
suited to regional rust risk is the most effective tool
to reduce impact of leaf rust. Avoiding susceptible
and very susceptible varieties in all environments
significantly reduces:
■ the risk of damaging levels of disease developing in
crop,
■ epidemic development, and
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■ green bridge carryover between seasons.
Requirement for fungicide intervention is more likely
in susceptible varieties and is unlikely to be required in
those rated moderately resistant or better.
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Agronomy

Evolution of new rust pathotypes, or incursion of
exotic virulences, can rapidly alter variety resistance
responses. Monitoring of rust virulence through
contribution of samples to the Australian Cereal Rust
Control Program (ACRCP) National Pathotype Survey
is vital to having up to date knowledge of expected
variety responses.
Foliar fungicides can be applied for rust control, a
range of products are registered. It is important
to apply fungicides to control rusts early in the
disease epidemic, before severe infection occurs.
Fungicide sprays should aim to protect the top
three leaves (including the flag leaf) for as long as
possible. The trials done as part of the National
Hay Agronomy project showed that more than one
fungicide application may be required for premium
hay quality in susceptible varieties such as Carrolup
when disease pressure is high. Because leaf rust is
favoured by warm moist conditions in early spring
and has a rapid lifecycle, applications may be required
when rust severity is low to protect against rapid
disease development. Crop monitoring, particularly in
susceptible varieties, is essential to optimise response
to disease outbreaks.
Biosecurity measures are important in the prevention
of rust outbreaks, particularly introduction of new
pathotypes from interstate or overseas. Rust spores
can be carried on clothing, personal effects and
machinery. Thorough cleaning and disinfection are
important biosecurity measures.
Note: This article is adapted from Plant diseases
impacting oaten hay production in Australia – a review,
National Hay Agronomy Project 2020. Agrifutures:
Export Fodder

Severe leaf rust on oat leaves. Image: Department of
Primary Industries and Regional Development WA.
Further information on the Australian Cereal Rust
Control Program National Pathotype Survey can be
found at https://www.sydney.edu.au/science/ourresearch/research-areas/life-and-environmentalsciences/cereal-rust-research/rust-reports.html
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Innovation
Taking a stand on hay
Many of the haystacks in Queensland have never seen
machinery.

is essentially a standing haystack or dry feed in the
paddock to maintain enough feed for their stock.

And while the philosophy of growing a bulk of feed
to tide over the tough times is the same, northern
producers have a whole different concept of the word
haystack.

Jim, who has also worked in New South Wales, said
southern producers were more inclined to feed hay in
times of feed shortages yet it wasn’t such a common
practice in Queensland.

Jim Viner is a beef consultant with his own property
near Gympie, Queensland, and said tropical grasses
did not lend themselves to making hay.

“In New South Wales, producers can have big haysheds
to store fodder in case the autumn or spring breaks do
not come,” he said.

While it was possible to produce fodder from specific
varieties like Rhodes grass, most producers used what

“They know they can fill a feed gap for a short period
until the next break comes.

Jim Viner is encouraging producers to create multi-species pastures for rotational grazing and then building up
standing feed to get through the Queensland dry season as a “standing haystack.” Image supplied.

Innovation
“In Queensland, we have a few wet months hopefully
and then we have an extended dry period, so the
pastures dry off and are like that for many months.”
Jim has been part of a push to encourage producers
to create multi-species pastures, rotationally graze and
then build up standing feed to get through the next
dry spell.
That has been more difficult in recent years with
pasture dieback, where species do not show the
longevity they have in the past.
That is another reason for planting multi-species
stands of pasture, as well as over sowing with cereals if
there is a dry winter, is combining to provide the best
chance possible to create that standing haystack.

until there is the chance of the following wet season
producing a bulk of feed.
While the dry stands of tropical pastures provide bulk,
the quality slips as the months roll on, so Jim said
producers used supplements like urea and molofos to
boost gut health and encourage intake.
“The idea situation is to have that biodiversity in the
system, to build up a bulk of feed in the wet season to
last until the next wet season,” he said.
On his own property near Gympie, Jim uses these
strategies to run his cattle herd.
The property is divided into 54 paddocks, and the
herd can be moved as often as twice a day when the
tropical pastures are growing at their peak.

The pasture stands being planted include a mix of
species including grasses, legumes and broadleaf
plants.

The pastures then become taller and thicker,
sometimes up to two metres tall, and are more
resilient for lasting until the next wet season.

Stock are rotationally grazed on these paddocks and
moved regularly, ensuring the pasture stand continues
to grow and does not senescence too soon.

The ideal is to have at least one-third of the pasture
still standing by the end of the dry season.

The goal is to end the wet season with pastures that
are big and robust enough to dry down, providing a
feed source until the next wet season.
The two-pronged attack on improving feeding regimes
for pasture-raised beef has involved the better grazing
management as well as increasing the biodiversity of
the pastures.
Some of the feature species include millet, legumes,
lab lab, cow peas, sunflowers and sorghum in a
smorgasbord offering for the cattle.
There is also a plan if the wet season doesn’t produce
enough rain and the standing haystack cannot be
created. In that case, and if there are falls in winter,
producers are encouraged to plant a cereal crop
like barley, oats or buckwheat to fill that feed gap

There is one obvious risk to this method of fodder
conservation and that’s fire.
Having a large bulk of dry feed is a resource but can
also be highly combustible.
“If we have had a big year and a good wet season, then
from August on, the fire risk is there thanks to the dry
standing feed,” Jim said.
Nevertheless, the standing haystack method and
improving pasture diversity with species is a strategy
which is allowing producers to better manage their
livestock numbers.
“It allows you to look after your country and your grass
and keep as many cattle as you can,” Jim said.
“It really is like having hay, but its just already in the
paddock.”
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